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The Cromeens Law Firm to offer full mediation services 

Houston, TX – Karalynn Cromeens, Managing Partner of The Cromeens Law Firm, 8431 Katy Freeway, 

announced today the firm will now offer full mediation services in both their Houston and San Antonio 

offices. 

“Mediation is a chance for parties to come together and resolve their dispute before it becomes more 

expensive,” says Karalynn Cromeens, who has more than 14 years of experience practicing construction, 

real estate and business law. In 2016, Cromeens received the Top Lawyer Award in Construction Law.  

 “We believe the thoughtful, reasonable approach can save months of legal anguish. Having been through 

the process many times, Cromeens Law understands that there are many possible outcomes to mediation. 

We work to make mediation a good experience for the involved parties, helping them come to a 

resolution they are happy with.” 

“We do this by providing a comfortable atmosphere where cases can freely and confidentially be 

presented to a mediator who has multiple years of experience in the field and all involved parties can be 

helped to reach an agreement reasonable to all who have come to the table,” Cromeens says. 

“At The Cromeens Law Firm we also provide a neutral place where disputes can be resolved. This goes 

hand-in-hand with our focus on: Construction defaults and defects, contract disputes and creditor-debtor 

matters,” she says. “Before resorting to the option of full litigation, we offer mediation as a method of 

resolving legal matters in a way that saves time and money.” 

The Cromeens Firm offers arbitration and mediation services for attorneys from throughout the state of 

Texas. In the event a neutral third-party site is needed, the use of our offices is well suited to others to use 

as a settlement site.  

“Beyond the expertise of Cromeens Law, we have excellent amenities to offer, including comfortable 

conference facilities, snacks, and lunch on order,” she says. “We have separate conference rooms 

available for the parties involved and do our utmost to ease the adversarial tension and make mediation 

the most pleasant experience possible.” 
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